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[1] Although the Bélanger-Böss theorem of critical flow has been widely applied in open
channel hydraulics, it was derived from the laws governing ideal frictionless flow. This
study explores a more general expression of this theorem and examines its applicability to
flow with friction and sediment transport. It demonstrates that the theorem can be more
generally presented as the principle of minimum energy (PME), with maximum efficiency
of energy use and minimum friction or minimum energy dissipation as its equivalents.
Critical flow depth under frictionless conditions, the best hydraulic section where friction
is introduced, and the most efficient alluvial channel geometry where both friction and
sediment transport apply are all shown to be the products of PME. Because PME in liquids
characterizes the stationary state of motion in solid materials, flow tends to rapidly expend
excess energy when more than minimally demanded energy is available. This leads to the
formation of relatively stable but dynamic energy-consuming meandering and braided
channel planforms and explains the existence of various extremal hypotheses. INDEX

TERMS: 1815 Hydrology: Erosion and sedimentation; 1824 Hydrology: Geomorphology (1625); 1625 Global

Change: Geomorphology and weathering (1824, 1886); 8125 Tectonophysics: Evolution of the Earth;

KEYWORDS: critical flow, extremal hypothesis, least action principle, minimum energy, most efficient alluvial

channel geometry, regime theory

Citation: Huang, H. Q., H. H. Chang, and G. C. Nanson (2004), Minimum energy as the general form of critical flow and

maximum flow efficiency and for explaining variations in river channel pattern, Water Resour. Res., 40, W04502,

doi:10.1029/2003WR002539.

1. Introduction

[2] The motion of fluids through space under the action of
external forces is generally described by the laws of conser-
vation of energy and matter (flow continuity). These two
laws can be satisfied with many possibilities, but among
which there exists a unique solution. This implies another
inherent law of motion. Flow in an open channel is a typical
example of such conservation. Although there are many
cross sections that fulfill the two laws, a unique solution
appears when energy reaches a permissible minimum.
[3] This principle of minimum specific energy for a given

discharge was first recognized by P. Böss in 1919. As
identified by Bëlanger in 1849 [Lamb, 1945; Jaeger,
1955], a different form of stating the same principle is to
express it as the maximum discharge for a given amount of
energy. Although this so-called Bëlanger-Böss theorem of
critical flow has been widely applied in open channel
hydraulics, it is definable only in terms of the laws governing
ideal frictionless flow. In order to deal with more complicated

hydrodynamic problems, such as flow with friction in a
deformable channel, numerous attempts have been made to
link this theorem with a more general principle established in
hydrodynamics, notably the Helmholtz and Korteweg’s min-
imum energy dissipation theorems [Lamb, 1945] and the
Boussinesq’s stability principle [Jaeger, 1955]. A number of
extremal hypotheses have also been proposed, including
maximum energy loss [Jefferson, 1902; Schoklitsch, 1937;
Inglis, 1947], minimum variance and least work [Leopold
and Langbein, 1962], maximum sediment transporting ca-
pacity [Pickup, 1976; Kirkby, 1977; White et al., 1982;
Bettess and White, 1987], minimum energy dissipation rate
[Yang, 1971, 1987; Yang and Song, 1979; Song and Yang,
1980, 1982; Yang et al., 1981], minimum stream power
[Chang, 1979a, 1979b; 1980a, 1980b; 1985a, 1985b, 1988;
Millar and Quick, 1993, 1998; Millar, 2000], maximum
friction factor [Davies and Sutherland, 1980, 1983;
Lamberti, 1988; Phillips, 1991], maximum flow resistance
[Abrahams et al., 1995], maximum rate of energy dissipation
[Huang, 1983, 1988], minimum Froude number [Jia, 1990;
Yalin and Silva, 1999, 2000], and critical flow constraint
[Grant, 1997; Tinkler, 1997a, 1997b]. However, the Helm-
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holtz and Korteweg’s minimum dissipation theorems
were derived under the condition that the inertia terms
(i.e., kinetic energy) in the Navier-Stokes equations can
be ignored. This assumption has made the theorems inappli-
cable, at least in theory, directly to open-channel flow [Chen,
1980]. The physics behind Boussinesq’s stability principle,
on the other hand, has not been elucidated clearly, and
there are conflicting opinions over its general applicability
[Jaeger, 1955; Chow, 1959]. Among the extremal hypothe-
ses, two of them, maximum sediment transporting capacity
and minimum stream power, have been shown to be
the essential expressions of a principle inherent in basic
flow relationships, that of maximum flow efficiency
(MFE) [Huang and Nanson, 2000, 2001, 2002; Huang et
al., 2002]. AlthoughMFE provides a convincing explanation
as to why rivers exhibit a consistent channel geometry
in very different geographic regions, it is derived from
laws governing flow in a straight single-thread alluvial
channel system, thus applicable only to straight rivers.
Most rivers tend to adopt sinuous or braided channel patterns
which are inefficient and therefore high-energy consuming
systems [e.g., Richards, 1982; Knighton, 1998].
[4] By examining the way in which the Bëlanger-Böss

theorem of critical flow has gained wide application in
open channel hydraulics, the purpose of this study is to
address the issue of flow in other than straight channels,
for the theorem also illustrates the condition of MFE
[Chow, 1959; Henderson, 1966]. By pursing a clear
definition of the stationary state for the motion of liquids
in an open channel system, this study shows that the
Bëlanger-Böss theorem of critical flow can be general-
ized into the less specific principle of minimum energy
(PME). We demonstrate that PME is equivalent to the
conditions of maximum efficiency of energy use and
minimum force, while it characterizes for liquids what in
solid materials is termed the stationary state of motion.
In flow with friction and sediment transport, PME
determines the ‘‘best hydraulic section’’ [Chow, 1959]
and the most efficient alluvial channel geometry [Huang
and Nanson, 2000, 2002; Huang et al., 2002]. Most
importantly, this study indicates that in a situation where
there is excess energy available, PME can be satisfied
only when the excess energy is maximally dissipated in
a fixed boundary channel. In alluvial channels with
mobile boundaries, the excess energy will lead flow
to erode the channel bed and banks, resulting in flow-
resisting bedforms and in-channel planform adjustment
and the formation of relatively stable (dynamical equi-
librium) meandering and braided patterns that are able
to consume the excess energy. With the recognition of
the general form of PME, this study also gives a clear
illustration of the applicable conditions for various
extremal hypotheses.

2. Role of Stationary State in Dynamic Systems

[5] Any system in motion must possess a certain amount
of energy, which normally consists of several types that can
be converted from one to another. As a result, if only the
law of conservation of energy is applied, there is no unique
solution to the form of the motion. This can be seen more
clearly from an essential case where total available energy E
consists of only two parts; the energy stored in a system

above a position of ultimate rest, or potential energy Ep, and
the energy of motion, or kinetic energy Ek. That is:

E ¼ Ep þ Ek ð1Þ
[6] For the conservation of energy in such a dynamic

system, i.e., DE = 0, the following condition needs to be
satisfied:

DEp ¼ �DEk ð2Þ
The meaning of equation (2) is that in a conservative
system, for a given amount of energy E, potential energy
always needs to be converted into kinetic energy, or vice
versa. Thus a pendulum can swing to the two extremities of
its arc at which points it has its least kinetic energy and
greatest potential energy. During each cycle of swing, it
passes through a vertical position where it achieves its
greatest kinetic energy and least potential energy. As the
pendulum moves, energy is continuously passing back and
forth between the two forms.
[7] When available energy E declines to a certain amount,

a pendulum will become motionless at a point at which it
has the least height above the Earth. The amount of energy
the pendulum has at this point is at a minimum for motion
and can be defined as Emin. Taking the point as reference
datum, Emin = 0 for the motion of a pendulum. When E >
Emin, a pendulum cannot be stationary and in contrast
experiences at that point a maximum velocity maximally
converted from available potential energy. As seen in
Figure 1, this stationary point is the axle center of the
swing, thus a typical ‘‘attractor’’ of motion as defined in
general physics [e.g., Gleick, 1998]. This means that when a
pendulum cannot remain stationary because there is excess
energy available, or E > Emin, motion will be in a dynamic
form. Nevertheless, the point that characterizes the station-
ary state still plays a controlling role in the whole process of
the dynamic movement. Eventually, the pendulum will
stand still at the point when the excess energy is fully
dissipated due to friction.
[8] Though relatively simple, the motion of a pendulum

illustrates the importance of the role that a stationary state
plays in a dynamic system. This is because of the law of
energy conservation that makes the conversion of energy
among its several types a limiting process. In other words,
as long as the law of energy conservation is preserved, a
stationary state will occur and will play a controlling role in
a dynamic movement. This is why stationary state has long
been recognized as one of essential features of a dynamic
system such that the principle of minimum energy (PME)
has gained application not only in classic mechanics but
also in both quantum mechanics and thermodynamics [e.g.,
Lanczos, 1949; Dugas, 1957; Stauffer and Stanley, 1989;
Prigogine and Stengers, 1984; Kroemer, 1994; Thorn and
Welford, 1994]. However, for different materials, or for
same material with different restrictions, stationary states
vary considerably. In solid mechanics, a pendulum illus-
trates a simple case of motion in which the stationary state
can be directly determined by the state of minimum poten-
tial energy. In contrast, particles like electrons in a quantum
system present a complicated case of motion in which the
stationary state occurs when the systems’ total energy
reaches a minimum, which is above the minimum of
potential energy [e.g., Kroemer, 1994]. In thermodynamics,
stationary state is characterized by minimum entropy pro-
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duction and is one toward which an open system evolves.
Within the region of linear thermodynamics (near to equi-
librium), an open system exhibits a single stationary state
while, within the far-from-equilibrium region, it may pro-
duce energy fluxes that result in a nonlinear response in
which many stationary states may appear [e.g., Prigogine
and Stengers, 1984; Thorn and Welford, 1994]. PME has
also been applied to study the structure of drainage net-
works [e.g., Ijjasz-Vasquez et al., 1993;Rodriguez-Iturbe and
Rinaldo, 1997]. In open channel flow systems, however,
stationary states and the roles of PME in the dynamic
movement of fluids have not been explicitly addressed.

3. Stationary State in Open Channel Flow

[9] In ideal frictionless open channel flow, a one-dimen-
sional energy formulation applies in the form of:

E ¼ hþ V 2

2g
ð3Þ

in which, E is the specific energy of flow, h is the vertical
distance from channel bed to water surface, or flow depth, V
is the average velocity of flow, and g is the acceleration due
to gravity.
[10] Because of the necessity for fluids to maintain

continuity, flow in a channel with a fixed width is most
commonly subject to the restriction of:

q ¼ hV ð4Þ

where q is the fluid discharge per unit channel width.
[11] For given flow discharge q and energy E, there are

three mathematical solutions of flow depth h that satisfy
both equations (3) and (4). One of them, however, has a
negative value and is thus impossible to achieve in
a practical sense. There is even a unique solution of

flow depth, hc, at which the Froude number Fr attains
unity, or:

Fr ¼
Vffiffiffiffiffi
gh

p ¼ 1 ð5Þ

and energy E reaches a minimum:

Emin ¼
3

2

q2

g

� �1=3

ð6Þ

[12] Consequently, a maximum flow discharge q can also
be identified from equations (3) and (4) for a given E at
exactly the same flow depth hc. Furthermore, a minimum
value of specific force F has also been shown by Boussi-
nesq in 1877 to occur at the flow depth hc [Jaeger, 1955;
Chow, 1959]. In other words, the conditions of minimum
specific energy, maximum efficiency of energy use and
minimum specific force are equivalent, or:

Min E
h¼hc

/ Max q
h¼hc

/ Min F
h¼hc

ð7Þ

[13] The optimal states illustrated in equation (7) and the
use of Froude number Fr to distinguish flow types from
supercritical (Fr > 1) and subcritical (Fr < 1) to critical
(Fr = 1) are the core of the Bélanger-Böss theorem of critical
flow. Over the last century, this theorem has been widely
applied in open channel hydraulics, however, further analysis
is required in order to gain an understanding of the physics
behind the adjustment of alluvial channel planform.
[14] As shown earlier in the interpretation of the pendu-

lum movement, Emin characterizes the stationary state in the
motion of a solid material for it distinguishes the critical
state for incipient motion, or Emin = 0. In open channel flow,
however, equation (6) shows that Emin is in direct proportion

Figure 1. Position of controls in the swings of a pendulum in relation to the state of available energy E.
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to the fluid load q and only when q = 0 does Emin = 0.
This is because a certain amount of energy is always
needed to transport a given amount of liquid as an entity,
or even to keep the liquid standing still and contained in
one place. This means that the stationary state defined in
terms of the critical state for the incipient motion of solid
materials is inappropriate for the motion of liquids. The
meaningful definition of stationary state for the motion
of liquids may better be defined in terms of Emin in
equation (6), which is normally greater than zero except
in the situation of q = 0.
[15] This recognition of stationary state in open channel

flow implies that the Bélanger-Böss theorem of critical flow
illustrates only a special case of the widely applied principle
of minimum energy (PME). Nevertheless, the Bélanger-
Böss theorem of critical flow provides a basis for under-
standing how PME generally governs open channel flow. In
terms of the theorem, the roles that PME plays in open
channel flow differ at three energy states: E < Emin, E = Emin

and E > Emin. In the situation of E < Emin, no mathematical
solutions of flow depth can be found to satisfy the laws of
both energy conservation and fluid continuity. As noted in
equation (6), the fluid load q will be reduced in the motion
in this situation. In other words, where E < Emin, available
energy can only move part of the fluid load q in the
occupied channel. This illustrates a nonequilibrium flow
regime.
[16] In the situation of E = Emin, available energy is just

able to transport the imposed fluid load q as a whole
throughout the channel. Because Emin characterizes the
stationary state of motion in liquids, the case of E = Emin

defines a ‘‘stationary’’ equilibrium flow regime. In this
situation, energy is used most efficiently for, in the situation
of E > Emin, flow has excess energy to expend.
[17] As demonstrated earlier, in the situation of E > Emin

flow can expend excess energy (E � Emin) in two ways:
(1) using it as increased energy of motion (kinetic energy)
(supercritical flow state, Fr > 1) or (2) storing it as increased
potential energy (subcritical flow state, Fr < 1). Although
the law governing open channel flow is essentially the same
as that for the movement of a pendulum (energy conserva-
tion), the conversion between potential energy and kinetic
energy in frictionless open channel flow cannot be per-
formed in the same way as that in the movement of a
pendulum. Because of the restrictions of fluid continuity
and the fixed channel boundary, the two resultant types of
flow cannot exchange mutually and instead move uniformly
downstream in either form. Only when all of the excess
energy is dissipated do the two types of flow change into
critical flow.
[18] This dissipation of energy can be achieved by some

kind of channel contraction, such as a reduction in channel
width or the placement of a step in channel bed. It is
identifiable from both empirical observation and mathemat-
ical analysis that when the channel width reaches a mini-
mum, or the step placed in the channel bed is uplifted to a
maximum level, the two types of flow can convert from one
to the other, given the flow is not so fully restricted as to be
uniform in the transition region (i.e., the channel contraction
is of localized nature) [Henderson, 1966, Figures 2–3,
p. 32]. During each of these localized changes, critical flow
occurs. This suggests that the achievement of PME in the

situation of E > Emin requires a maximal dissipation of the
excess energy E � Emin, or:

Max Edis
h>hc or h<hc

! Emin
h¼hc

ð8Þ

where Edis represents the energy dissipated by the flow. In
quantity, Edis varies within the range of between 0 and E �
Emin for E > Emin.
[19] It is clear that although a ‘‘stationary’’ equilibrium

cannot be achieved in the situation of E > Emin, the excess
energy E � Emin can be expended by adopting the alterna-
tive of two types of flow (supercritical and subcritical).
Hence the situation of E > Emin illustrates a dynamic
equilibrium flow regime. In the dynamic movement, Emin

can be achieved only when the excess energy E � Emin is
fully dissipated.
[20] The occurrence of the three flow regimes in open

channel flow is the response of energy conservation law to
the restriction of fluid continuity. When a different restric-
tion or more restrictions are imposed on the system, the
responses of energy conservation law will be different. The
following part of this study shows that when the restrictions
of friction and sediment transport are imposed to constrain
flow, the three flow regimes are still maintained but the
values of Emin and the mechanisms to expend excess energy
are significantly different. Importantly, this recognition of
minimum energy as a generally applicable principle is
capable of clarifying the confusion over the applicable
conditions for extremal hypotheses and to some extent for
the development of other than simple straight river channel
patterns, typically meandering and braiding.

4. Effect of Friction

[21] In the case where the effect of friction is significant
and cannot be ignored, energy formulation in steady,
uniform open channel flow applies the following D’Arcy-
Weisbach relationship:

hf ¼ f
L

4R

V 2

2g
ð9Þ

where hf is the frictional head of flow or the head loss in
the flow, f is a friction factor, L is the length of channel,
and R is the hydraulic radius of channel cross section.
[22] For flow over fully rough boundaries, friction factor f

is a function of channel boundary roughness only and can
be determined from the following relationship:

f ¼ cf
ks

R

� �1=3

ð10Þ

where ks represents the height of roughness elements or the
size of uniform sediment that forms the channel boundary
and cf is a coefficient.
[23] For a channel with adjustable channel width and

depth, the generally applied form of the continuity of fluid is:

Q ¼ PRV ð11Þ

where Q is the total discharge for the full channel width and
P is the wetted perimeter of cross section.
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[24] As a result, incorporating equations (10) and (11)
into equation (9) yields:

Sf ¼
cf k

1=3
s

8g

V 2

R4=3
¼ cf k

1=3
s

8g

Q2

R4=3A2
ð12Þ

where Sf is the gradient of frictional energy, or the frictional
energy head per unit channel length, that is Sf = hf /L, and A
is the cross-sectional area, thus A = PR.
[25] Equation (12) illustrates the general form of the

response of the law of energy conservation to the restriction
of fluid continuity in frictional open channel flow. It
includes an optimal responsive condition, which has been
illustrated using the concept of the best hydraulic section.
By making hydraulic radius R a maximum, or wetted
perimeter P a minimum, the best hydraulic section provides
a minimum Sf for given Q and A and a maximum flow
discharge Q for given Sf and A. Among all kinds of sections
with the same size, a semicircle has the least wetted
perimeter and hence is the most hydraulically efficient of
all sections [e.g., Chow, 1959].
[26] In the exactly same way, it is identifiable in

equation (10) that friction factor f takes a minimum value
when R is maximized, implying a condition of minimum
boundary friction. As a whole, the following optimal con-
ditions occur at the exactly same channel cross section and
thus are equivalent:

Min Sf / Max Q / Max R / Min P / Min f ð13Þ

[27] Taking a rectangular cross section (commonly
related to that for efficient bedload transport; Pickup,
1976] to be the form of channel section, letting B and
z respectively be channel width and width/depth ratio, or
z = B/h, and using the analytical methodology introduced by
Huang and Nanson [2000, 2002], the following expression
of hydraulic radius can be derived by incorporating the
geometric relationships of A = zh2, R = hz/(z + 2) and thus
R2/A = z/(z + 2)2 into equation (12):

Sf ¼
cf k

1=3
s Q2

8gA8=3

zþ 2ð Þ4=3

z2=3
ð14Þ

[28] By letting dSf /dz = 0 for given Q and A, it can be
found from equation (14) that energy slope Sf attains a
minimum, or Sfmin, when channel shape factor z takes the
value of 2. No matter whether channels are wide and
shallow (z > 2) or deep and narrow (z < 2), the solutions
of Sf in equation (14) are all greater than Sfmin for given Q
and A.
[29] It can be noted from equation (14) that uniform flow

in a frictional open channel that has an adjustable width
expends energy not in the direct forms of potential energy
and kinetic energy but instead in the forms of overcoming
friction from both channel bed and banks. A section with
z > 2 reflects a higher proportion of friction on the bed
while a section with z < 2 represents a higher proportion of
friction on the banks. An increase either in the proportion of
channel depth or in the proportion of channel width in the
perimeter as a whole increases the total friction to flow.
Only when z = 2 does the total friction of the channel reach

a minimum, which is equal to Sfmin. Hence Sfmin defines the
state of incipient motion for fluid to move as a whole (law
of continuity) in a frictional open channel. In other words,
Sfmin characterizes the stationary state of the motion and so
the situation of Sf = Sfmin illustrates a ‘‘stationary’’ equilib-
rium flow regime.
[30] Consequently, the situation of Sf < Sfmin can be

regarded as reflecting a nonequilibrium flow regime, for
flow has to drop part of the liquid it carries due to the
insufficient supply of energy. The situation of Sf > Sfmin, on
the other hand, can be regarded as defining a dynamic
equilibrium flow regime because there are two types of
cross section that are able to expend the excess energy Sf �
Sfmin: wide and shallow (z > 2) or deep and narrow (z < 2).
Although PME can be satisfied when the excess energy Sf �
Sfmin is fully expended, a maximum flow velocity comes
with it. Hence the channel geometry that satisfies the
condition of Sfmin (the best hydraulic section) is the most
unstable in the situation of Sf > Sfmin. To avoid this unstable
situation in the design of a stable channel, two types of
uneconomical channels needs to be adopted wide and
shallow (z > 2) or deep and narrow (z < 2) [Chow, 1959].
In natural alluvial channels, however, the two types of
channels cannot be developed without causing erosion or
deposition on channel banks and/or bed. This, as detailed in
the following, can lead to the development of different
channel patterns in accordance with the balance between
excess energy and the resistance of channel banks and bed
to scour.

5. Effect of Sediment Transport

[31] Besides the restrictions of fluid continuity and resist-
ance, flow in alluvial channels is subject to the additional
constraint of the energy requirement for bedload transport.
There are numerous bedload formulae, but tests of them
against field observations show that different equations
performed better than others under different criteria [e.g.,
Gomez and Church, 1989]. Nevertheless, most of the
commonly applied bedload formulae can be written into
the following generalized form:

Qs

B
¼ cstio to � tcð Þj ð15Þ

where Qs is the sediment discharge passing through the
whole channel, B is the channel width, to is the flow shear
stress, thus to = gRSf for steady, uniform flow (g is the
specific weight of water), cs is a coefficient, and i and j are
exponents.
[32] It is clear that equation (15) covers a wide range

of bedload transport conditions. For example, the U.S.
Waterways Experiment Station [1935] suggests i = 0 and
1.5 < j < 1.8, while the Meyer-Peter and Muller [1948]
formula exhibits i = 0 and j = 1.5; the DuBoys [1879]
formula proposes i = j = 1.0, while the Parker [1979] adopts
i = �3.0 and j = 4.5.
[33] Because of the transport of sediment, flow resistance

varies with different flow regimes or channel bedforms.
However, this behavior can be generalized into the follow-
ing form:

V ¼ cvR
xS

y
f ð16Þ
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where cv is a coefficient determined by sediment size, and
exponents x and y are functions of flow regimes. For fixed-
bed or flatbed flow regime, x and y take values of 2/3 and
1/2 respectively in terms of the Manning-Strickler formula.
For the lower flow regime, x and y have values of 0.5293
and 0.3888 respectively, while for the upper flow regime,
their respective values are 0.6005 and 0.4605 in terms of the
study of Brownlie [1983].
[34] In accordance with the theory of energy expenditure

on sediment transport proposed by Bagnold [1966], Huang
and Nanson [2000, 2001, 2002] and Huang et al. [2002]
have also found that the incorporation of the generalized
bedload transport formula in equation (15) into flow resist-
ance in equation (16) and fluid continuity relation Q = VA
yields the following generalized form of bedload transport
relationship:

Qs

Wa ¼ e z;
to zð Þ
tc

� �
ð17Þ

where W is the total steam power per unit channel length, or
W = gQSf, a is an exponent that normally has a value of
0.65 	 0.85, and e(z) represents the efficiency of flow in
transporting bedload by available energy and is a function
of channel width-depth ratio z.
[35] The specific expressions of the three constraints of

fluid continuity Q = VA, bedload transport in equation (15)
or in equation (17) and flow resistance in equation (16) have
all been developed in a way that is able to apply to any form
of channel section. As a result, they include at least an
adjustable cross-section shape variable and can yield nu-
merous channel cross sections. As demonstrated by Huang
and Nanson [2002] and stated earlier, because the condition
of 1.5 < i + j 
 1.8 is satisfied in a wide range of bedload
transport conditions, a unique section always appears when
energy slope Sf reaches a minimum for given flow discharge

Q and sediment load Qs (Figure 2). On the exact same
section, sediment load Qs gains a maximum for given Q and
Sf. This means that the following optimal conditions are
equivalent [Huang and Nanson, 2000, 2001, 2002; Huang
et al., 2002]:

Min Sf
z¼zm

/ Min W
z¼zm

/ Max Qs
z¼zm

/ Max e
z¼zm

ð18Þ

where zm is the optimal value of width-depth ratio z and
zm � 2 for a rectangular form of cross section.
[36] As noted in Figure 2, there are two types of section

that satisfy the laws of continuity, resistance and bedload
transport: wider and shallower sections (z > zm) and
narrower and deeper sections (z < zm). This mechanism is
the same as that found earlier in frictional flow without
transporting sediment. Because of the transport of sediment
load, nevertheless, zm > 2 in most cases. Only when Qs = 0
is the most efficient alluvial channel geometry exactly the
same as the best hydraulic section defined in frictional flow
without transporting sediment, for both occur at zm = 2. This
means that Sfmin defined in sediment-laded flow is just an
extension of its counterpart defined earlier in frictional flow
without transporting sediment.
[37] In alluvial channel systems, however, the ‘‘station-

ary’’ equilibrium flow regime that satisfies Sf = Sfmin can be
achieved only in special circumstances. Stable canals are
such a special case because a high level of consistency is
achieved between the theoretically derived most efficient
alluvial channel geometry and the ‘regime theory’ devel-
oped empirically from stable canals [Huang and Nanson,
2000, 2001, 2002]. As well documented [e.g., Lacey, 1946;
Simons and Albertson, 1960], the inputs of sediment load
to those stable canals are artificially controlled such that the
initially designed channels are allowed to adjust only
slightly. Straight streams also appear to satisfy the condi-

Figure 2. The relationship between energy gradient Sf and channel cross-sectional shape z determined
using the Meyer-Peter and Müller bedload transport formula and the Manning-Strickler flow resistance
equation for given flow discharge (100 m3 s�1), bedload discharge (4 kg s�1), and sediment size
(0.3 mm).
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tion of Sf = Sfmin, for the theoretically derived most
efficient hydraulic geometry is also highly consistent
with empirical hydraulic geometry relations developed
from a wide range of geographical regions by Julien and
Wargadalam [1995] and by Huang and Warner [1995] and
Huang and Nanson [1995, 1998]. The observations from
which those empirical hydraulic geometry relations have
been developed are known to be carefully made only on
reaches of stream that possess a single straight channel,
usually of limited length.
[38] It is also only feasible in theory or through artificial

design that a dynamic equilibrium flow regime that satisfies
Sf > Sfmin can be achieved through adopting two types of
section in a straight single-thread channel system: wider and
shallower sections (z > zm) and narrower and deeper
sections (z < zm). Because of the possession of excess
energy Sf � Sfmin and the deformable nature of alluvium,
flow is capable of using some of the excess energy to adjust
not only channel cross-sectional shape but also planform.
As a result, other than straight channel planforms develop
such as meandering and braiding patterns.

6. Cause for Variations in River Channel
Planform

[39] The energy that drives river channel flow comes
from the valley gradient (SV) and this is the product of
historical geological processes (commonly fluvial, glacial
and tectonic) [e.g., Schumm, 1977; Schumm et al., 1987;
Knighton, 1998]. As a consequence, a valley gradient is
usually not directly the product of its present-day river but is
in fact a condition imposed on the modern river and one that
it must adjust to depending on imposed water and sediment
loads from upstream. If the flow is aligned directly down
the valley, the energy that a valley can provide (WV), can be
described by:

WV ¼ gQSV ð19Þ

[40] According to studies by Huang and Nanson [2000,
2001, 2002], the minimum energy slope Sfmin required for
transporting imposed water load Q and sediment load Qs in
a straight single-thread alluvial channel can be determined
from the following relationship:

Sfmin / Q0:708	0:522
s Q� 0:788	0:702ð Þ / Qs

Q

� �0:708	0:522

Q� 0:080	0:180ð Þ

ð20Þ

which leads to the determination of the required minimum
energy as:

Wmin ¼ gQSfmin / Q0:708	0:522
s Q 0:222	0:298ð Þ ð21Þ

[41] Because WV and Wmin are determined by different
mechanisms, a difference between WV and Wmin is almost
always inevitable. Since both WV and Wmin include flow
discharge Q, SV and Sfmin can be used as their alternative
expressions. As a result, there are three possibilities: (1) SV =
Sfmin; (2) SV > Sfmin; and (3) SV < Sfmin. Because Sfmin
represents the minimum amount of energy demanded by

flow for transporting imposed water and sediment loads
without causing erosion and deposition in a straight single-
thread alluvial channel, the situation of SV < Sfmin means that
equilibrium cannot be achieved in such a system. This is
due to the insufficient supply of energy or, as noted in
equation (20), due to the overload of sediments for available
energy. As a result, sediment deposition and aggradation
will be inevitable and channels may display an unstable
braided and/or an unstable meandering pattern characterized
by some wandering-planform rivers [e.g., Chang, 1979b;
Church, 1983; Bettess and White, 1983; Desloges and
Church, 1989; Knighton, 1998] or some anastomosing-
planform rivers [e.g., Makaske, 2001]. These types of rivers
can reach an equilibrium state only in circumstances in
which their stream power (flow discharge and/or channel
gradient) can be increased and/or their sediment load can be
reduced. In other words, the equilibrium of these types of
rivers relies on both flow and environmental conditions.
Rivers traditionally recognized as ‘‘braided’’ rivers based on
planar features can be formed due to either an overload of
sediments or a very steep valley slope [e.g., Leopold and
Wolman, 1957; Parker, 1976; Chang, 1979b; Wang and
Zhang, 1989; Knighton, 1998; Millar, 2000]. Within the
context of PME, however, only braided rivers due to excess
energy (excess valley slope) are capable of achieving
dynamic equilibrium through expending the excess part of
the available energy. The behavior of these braided rivers
depends fully on how flow expends its excess energy and
for this reason we refer to ‘‘braided’’ rivers only as those
formed due to excess energy in this study.
[42] In the situation of SV = Sfmin, the valley gradient is

exactly that required to transport the imposed water and
sediment loads. Hence a straight single-thread channel is
what the flow demands and the system not only uses energy
in the most efficient way, but also will be both in equilib-
rium and laterally stable. The self-constructed bankfull
geometry of alluvial channels in such a system will be
highly compatible with the most efficient alluvial channel
geometry. This is identifiable theoretically using the equiv-
alent conditions of PME, such as minimum stream power,
maximum sediment transporting capacity and maximum
flow efficiency [e.g., Chang, 1979a, 1980a, 1980b; White
et al., 1982; Huang and Nanson, 2000, 2001, 2002].
[43] In the situation of SV > Sfmin, however, energy

provided by a valley is more than the minimum level that
the flow demands. This is the case for valleys that are
formed by processes more extreme than those required by
the flow conditions of the present rivers (e.g., powerful
tectonic forces, glaciation, extreme palaeofloods, etc.). In
these valleys, normal bankfull flows aligned directly down
over-steeped slopes will have excess energy to expend. For
straight channels, Figure 2 shows that in theory either a
wider and shallower or a deeper and narrower single-thread
system can dissipate all of the excess energy over the
increased boundary resistance. In reality, however, excep-
tionally deep channels are very rarely formed and main-
tained in a stable state because of severe bank collapse. Very
wide channels are more common but develop localized
zones of scour or deposition, forming bars or islands. In
other words, to expend the excess energy, a straight single-
thread alluvial channel will inevitably generate local scour
laterally and/or vertically. Part of this adjustment process
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may limit channel widening to a degree but will also
introduce a more sinuous path that reduces the energy
gradient. As a result, channel cross-sectional shape and
planform will mutually adjust in a complex way until a
balance occurs between the excess energy and the resistance
of channel bed and/or banks to scour.
[44] These changes in channel shape and planform that

result from the expenditure of the excess energy can lead the
flow away from the original uniform condition. Within the
context of PME, the state of minimum energy occurs at a
place at which these changes can make the flow’s excess
energy fully expended. A detailed investigation of the extent
of the change in flow structure that arises from the adjust-
ment in river channel shape and planform can lead to the
determination of the conditions that satisfy PME. This,
however, remains beyond the scope of this study.
[45] Nevertheless, relatively general illustrations of how

an alluvial channel changes its planform when excess
energy is supplied to a fluvial system have been given in
several flume studies. Ackers and Charlton [1970, 1971]
demonstrated that a flume channel initially stable and
straight becomes sinuous as the flume gradient is increased.
With increasing gradient the channel becomes progressively
more sinuous, consuming progressively more excess energy
at the bends in the form of distortion resistance. Schumm
and Khan [1972] supported this observation and showed
that, with further increases in flume gradient, the bank
material proves unable to maintain a single meandering
form, and a multiple braided-channel system results. In
other words, braiding appears to consume more of the
excess energy than does meandering.
[46] Field observations reveal that when the banks of

alluvial channels contain silt and/or vegetation, local scour-
ing by flow with excess energy will be confined within a
single major channel that consequently meanders [Schumm,
1977, 1981, 1985; Bettess and White, 1983]. Importantly,
two lines of evidence suggest that meandering channels
normally show a tendency of maximally expending their
excess energy. First, flume experiments have shown that
water flowing through a bend has a higher energy loss than
that flowing through a straight channel with the same water
discharge [e.g., Schukry, 1950]. Second, field studies by
Nanson and Hickin [1983, 1986] and Hickin and Nanson
[1984] show that meandering rivers tend to maximize their
rate of alluvial reworking (lateral shifting) and hence
sediment transport by optimizing their bend curvatures. In

addition to the evidence from meandering rivers, observa-
tions in flumes and field show that step-pool streams tend to
adjust to the condition of maximum flow resistance or
maximum energy expenditure [e.g., Abrahams et al.,
1995; MacFarlane and Wohl, 2003].
[47] For alluvial channels, particularly those with banks

that are sandy and lack cohesive mud and/or binding
vegetation, observations show that local scouring induced
by flow with excess energy cannot be fully contained within
a single major channel. The channel widens and as a result,
sub-channels and associated in-channel bars are formed. By
doing so, the braided channel system increases flow resistance
and consumes excess energy [e.g., Leopold and Wolman,
1957; Schumm and Khan, 1972; Schumm, 1977; Ashmore,
1991; Bristow and Best, 1993; Ferguson, 1993].
[48] On the whole, it appears that the use of the following

qualitative conditions to predict the potential formation of
different river channel patterns for given bank material is a
rational approach, for it provides the physical cause–energy
and equilibrium:

Braided channels SV � Sfmin;

Meandering channels SV > Sfmin;

Straight single-thread channels SV ¼ Sfmin;

Nonequilibrium channels SV < Sfmin: ð22Þ

[49] Letting SVcr be the valley slope that distinguishes
meandering channels from braided ones, the conditions in
equation (22) can be more precisely written as:

Braided channels SV > SVcr;

Meandering channels Sfmin < SV < SVcr;

Straight single-thread channels SV ¼ Sfmin;

Nonequilibrium channels SV < Sfmin: ð23Þ

[50] A schematic form of equation (23) is shown in
Figure 3. It is interesting to note that our analytical results
presented in equation (23) and Figure 3 are developed
independently but are essentially consistent with the empir-

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of motion states and river channel patterns corresponding to the difference
between energy supplied Sf (SV) or E and energy minimally demanded by flow Sfmin or Emin.
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ical model proposed by Bettess and White [1983] for
predicting river channel patterns. This consistency between
two approaches suggests that PME forms a theoretical
foundation for both. Importantly, the two approaches can
be verified against field data from both natural and exper-
imental streams using the methodology proposed by Wang
and Zhang [1989].
[51] As analyzed earlier in this study, and observed

previously by Schumm [1960, 1963, 1968, 1977, 1981,
1985], the capability of alluvial channels to resist lateral
erosion determines the degree of sinuosity and the transition
from a meandering channel to a braided one, when other
flow conditions, such as flow discharge, sediment load and
size, remain unchanged. In other words, the following
relationship pertains:

SVcr / tbk ð24Þ

where tbk represents the strength of bank material.
[52] Where different rivers are concerned, flow discharge

Q, sediment load Qs, sediment size d and the minimally
required channel slope Sfmin all vary and so SVcr needs to be
replaced with the more general condition of stream power
WVcr (=gQSVcr). Furthermore, previous studies have dem-
onstrated that the general form of Sfmin is a function of four
variables: flow discharge Q, sediment load Qs, channel
roughness (or sediment size d in relatively simple cases)
and bank strength tbk [Julien and Wargadalam, 1995;
Huang and Nanson, 1995, 1997, 1998, 2000, 2001, 2002;
Huang and Warner, 1995; Huang, 1996]. As a conse-
quence, equation (24) can be generally written as:

SVcr ¼ f Q; Qs; d; tbkð Þ ð25Þ

[53] Letting S be the finally formed channel slope, and
because meandering rivers occur when SV < SVcr as shown
in equations (22) and (23), S is then less than SVcr, or S <
SVcr, for meandering significantly increases channel length
and so significantly reduces channel slope. In turn, braided
rivers occur when SV > SVcr and thus S > SVcr, for this type
of river takes an approximately straight path. As a conse-
quence, a S � Q relationship is inherent in equation (25)
and can also be use to distinguish different channel patterns.
The general form of such a relationship should be analogous
to equation (25) and is so controlled by multiple variables,
or:

S ¼ f Q; Qs; d; tbkð Þ ð26Þ

[54] This explains why Ferguson [1987], Dade [2000],
and Bledsoe and Watson [2001] found that the incorporation
of sediment size into the bivariant based S � Q relationship
previously used by Leopold and Wolman [1957] usually
improves the relationship. Further support for expressing
the general form of the S � Q relationship into the form of
equation (26) comes from the detailed study of the influence
of bank vegetation on alluvial channel patterns by Millar
[2000]. By comparing the analytical results with a wide
range of field observations, Millar demonstrated that the
meandering-braiding transition slope is sensitive not only to
flow discharge Q but also to sediment size d and bank
vegetation.Millar [2000] also tried to distinguish wandering
channel pattern from meandering and braided ones but

found that the former shows no correlation with either flow
discharge Q or bank vegetation or sediment size d. As
pointed out earlier, the ‘‘wandering’’ channel pattern is
actually in the category of nonequilibrium rivers in equa-
tions (22) and (23). Hence Millar’s [2000] study suggests
that the methods for predicting variations in channel pat-
terns that are able to achieve dynamic equilibrium, such as
meandering and braiding referred in this study, may not be
appropriate for predicting variations in nonequilibrium
channel forms.
[55] Because the general form of S � Q relationship

presented in equation (26) is the product of equation (23),
both equations (23) and (26) can be used to predict the
potential variations in river channel patterns. At this stage,
however, there are difficulties in quantifying the effects of
some environment-related variables on river flow in non-
straight channels at a general level, typically those of
bank strength and channel roughness. These approaches
therefore may best be applied to environments in which the
effects of the environment-related variables can be deter-
mined or regarded as constants. On this aspect, the studies
of Wang and Zhang [1989] and Millar [2000] shed light on
the development of a suitable methodology for such an
application. Furthermore, these approaches apply only to
environments in which energy is oversupplied and so
dynamically stable patterns can be achieved. For predicting
variations in nonequilibrium channel form due to an over-
load of sediment, there has been no appropriate approach
developed and further detailed study is required. Moreover,
the approaches proposed here are derived only from a broad
physical view of how fluvial systems tend to adjust their
planform within the context of energy and equilibrium. A
more detailed smaller-scale study of the way the available
energy is expended in the situation of either E > Emin or
E < Emin could lead to much more fruitful results. Further
studies are underway.

7. General Form of Minimum Energy Principle
(PME) and Clarifications for Extremal Hypotheses

[56] As demonstrated earlier, flow either in a nonadjust-
able channel that is either ideal frictionless or frictional or in
an adjustable alluvial channel that transports sediment
illustrates a ‘‘stationary’’ state when the supplied energy
reaches a minimum, Emin. In all three cases, Emin is
determinable in the same way as solving the optimization
problem:

Emin zð Þ ¼ Min Ep zð Þ þ Ek zð Þ
� �

ð27Þ

subject to

ji zð Þ ¼ 0 ð28Þ

where Ep is potential energy, Ek is kinetic energy, and
ji(z) represents i number of constraints, including
continuity of fluids, flow resistance and sediment trans-
port, all of which are functions of a geometric variable of
cross sections, z (either channel depth, or width or width
and depth ratio).
[57] The determination of PME in equation (27) is

exactly the same as finding the optimal condition of the
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Hamilton function or Hamiltonia (sum of kinetic energy and
potential energy), which is the most important operator
of variational theorem in both classical and quantum me-
chanics [e.g., Lanczos, 1949; Dugas, 1957; Stauffer and
Stanley, 1989; Kroemer, 1994]. This explains why PME
possesses exactly the same physical meaning as the most
generalized variational principle of least action (LAP), that
of using the least possible amount of energy to complete a
given task, such as transporting given water and sediment
loads in fluvial systems. Hence PME can be regarded as a
specific expression of LAP and this explains how LAP
effectively governs open channel flow. Indeed, our recent
studies have demonstrated that if there were no such prin-
ciples as PME or LAP inherent in the Newtonian laws of
motion, rivers would behave without such controls and there
would be no regular channel geometry or channel patterns
occurring across a wide range of geographical regions [e.g.,
Huang and Nanson, 2000, 2001, 2002; Huang et al., 2002].
[58] As analyzed earlier, when a system possesses energy

that is just equal to Emin, the motion will be in a perfect
agreement with imposed restrictions in fluids or remain
stationary in solid materials, so that no additional work or
no work at all can be performed. This link between work
and equilibrium is the base for Leopold and Langbein’s
[1962] proposal of the extremal hypotheses of minimum
variance and least work. In this sense, the two hypotheses
can be regarded as essentially consistent with PME.
[59] When flow possesses excess energy, or E > Emin

(E = Ep + Ek), the law of energy conservation makes
equation (27) or PME achievable only when the following
condition is satisfied under the restriction of equation (28):

Max Eexp
z>zm or z<zm

! Emin
z¼zm

ð29Þ

in which Eexp represents the energy expended by the flow
on additional work and/or dissipation. In quantity, Eexp

varies within the range of between 0 and E � Emin for E >
Emin.
[60] This means that PME can be achieved only when

the excess energy E � Emin is maximally, that is fully,
expended. However, excess energy is necessary for a
system to be dynamic. Therefore most dynamic systems
behave by maximizing energy expenditure. This explains
why the extremal hypotheses of maximum energy expen-
diture or maximum friction factor or maximum flow
resistance, or maximum rate of energy dissipation have
been argued to be the fundamental principles governing
alluvial channel flow [e.g., Jefferson, 1902; Schoklitsch,
1937; Inglis, 1947; Davis and Sutherland, 1980, 1983;
Huang, 1983, 1988; Abrahams et al., 1995; Lamberti,
1988; Phillips, 1991]. However, these extremal hypotheses
are valid only if they deal specifically with the excess
portion of available energy, or E � Emin, when E > Emin.
[61] During the process of maximizing the expenditure of

excess energy, dynamic systems will inevitably encounter
more frictional conditions than if they are static. Hence only
when these dynamic systems are in a minimum energy state
are they able to be frictionally minimal. Since friction
represents energy dissipation into heat, the equivalence
between PME and minimum friction shows that the princi-
ple of minimum energy dissipation (MED) derived in terms
of entropy theory is indeed applicable to open channel flow,

as argued by many scientists [e.g., Yang, 1971, 1987; Yang
and Song, 1979; Song and Yang, 1980, 1982; Yang et al.,
1981]. However, among the many forms of MED that have
been previously hypothesized, only those that are equivalent
to PME, such as MFE (maximum flow efficiency), MSP
(minimum stream power) and MSTC (maximum sediment
transporting capacity), can be adopted. MED identified here
from laws governing open channel flow might also be an
extension of the Helmholtz and Korteweg’s minimum
energy dissipation theorems that were derived based on
the assumption that the inertia terms (i.e., kinetic energy)
in the Navier-Stokes equations are negligible. This exten-
sion, however, lacks proof and further detailed research is
required.
[62] Furthermore, it is shown earlier that in flow with

friction and/or sediment transport, available energy is
expended on overcoming friction from both channel bed
and banks for a given sediment load, while in frictionless
conditions it is in the form of potential energy and kinetic
energy. This means that Froude number is not a dominant
controlling factor in alluvial channel flow and so the
extremal hypothese of two forms of minimum Froude
number proposed by Jia [1990] and by Yalin and Silva
[1999, 2000] appear not to be appropriate. However, when
channel width is constrained, Froude number can become a
dominant controlling factor again even if there is friction
and sediment transport. Steep mountain streams are typical
examples of this kind of flow. Because these streams
possess beds of coarse gravel or boulders or step pools,
supercritical flow can be forced away from the uniform
state. Where channel beds are so rough that the flow’s
excess energy can be fully expended, critical flow occurs.
This may explain why critical flow and standing waves
commonly occur in steep mountain streams [e.g., Simon,
1992; Grant, 1997; Tinkler, 1997a, 1999b].
[63] Finally, it needs to be pointed out here that PME only

illustrates the simplest case of LAP for, as is known in both
classic and quantum mechanics, LAP has been more often
applied to solve dynamic problems. This means that a more
detailed understanding of the behavior of other than straight
rivers can be gained from a detailed investigation of the
applicability of LAP in more complex environments where
flow maybe nonuniform and even where there are second-
ary flows for the expenditure of excess energy. Such an
investigation might be able to explain in what conditions
meandering rivers exhibit a regular pattern [e.g., Leopold
and Langbein, 1966; Ferguson, 1987] and why braided
rivers tend to organize themselves into a critical state so as
to exhibit dynamic scaling [e.g., Sapozhnikov and Foufoula-
Georgiou, 1999].

8. Conclusions

[64] The most important finding of this study is that the
widely applied Bélanger-Böss theorem of critical flow in
open channel hydraulics can be generalized into a more
versatile principle that has application, not only in ideal
frictionless flow, but also in flow with friction (the best
hydraulic section) and sediment transport (the most efficient
alluvial channel geometry). This principle can be interpreted
as the principle of minimum energy (PME) which elucidates
open channel flow in terms of three scenarios based on the
difference between available energy (E) and the minimum
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level of energy (Emin) demanded by flow for motion: (1) E <
Emin; (2) E = Emin; and (3) E > Emin.
[65] In the situation of E < Emin, there is insufficient

energy available to satisfy the minimum demand of flow for
transporting water with a sediment load. This produces a
nonequilibrium situation whereby the flow has to drop part
of its load causing the system to aggrade.
[66] Where E = Emin, no energy consuming adjustment is

required to obtain an equilibrium flow regime in which the
available energy is exactly that able to satisfy the minimum
demand of the flow and is neither too little nor too much to
transport the water with or without sediment supplied. Most
importantly, this situation can be analogous to the state of
incipient motion of solid materials, which has the least
potential energy and characterizes the stationary state. The
critical flow depth, the best hydraulic section and the most
efficient alluvial channel geometry all occur in this state,
where channel depth h or shape factor z gains optimal
values of hc or zm, respectively.
[67] In a situation where E > Emin, flow always performs

additional work to expend the excess energy E � Emin. As a
result, equilibrium is achieved in a dynamic (additional
energy consuming) pattern. In ideal frictionless flow, the
equilibrium is in the form of either supercritical (Fr > 1) or
subcritical (Fr < 1) flow. In frictional and sediment-laded
flow, the excess energy is fully consumed with friction from
two theoretically possible types of channel geometry: wide
and shallow (z > zm) or deep and narrow (z < zm). For
natural streams, however, the theoretical channels, typically
those in the range of z < zm, are unlikely to be developed
due to limited bank strength. In addition to changing their
cross section, alluvial channels may also change energy
consumption by changing their planform (pattern).
[68] Within the context of energy and equilibrium, the

difference between the energy gradient of the valley (SV)
and the minimal energy gradient (Sfmin) demanded by flow
in a straight single-thread channel provides a convincing
causal explanation for the formation of commonly identified
relatively stable river channel patterns. In the situation of
SV = Sfmin, a straight single-channel system will be both in
equilibrium and stable, for the energy supplied by the valley
gradient is in a complete agreement with that demanded by
flow. In the situation where SV < Sfmin, a straight single-
channel system cannot achieve equilibrium in transporting
imposed water and sediment loads due to the insufficient
supply of energy. As a result, sediment deposition will occur
in the form of splays and channel avulsion, as demonstrated
in many vertically accreting wandering and anostomosing
rivers. In the situation where SV > Sfmin, excess energy is
supplied and flow will generate scouring laterally and/or
vertically while adjusting its channel’ shape and size. When
scouring can be confined within a major channel by
relatively cohesive and/or vegetated banks, meandering
channels occur. Weak banks, in contrast, cannot confine
flow within a single well-defined channel and so excess
energy is consumed by channel widening and the develop-
ment of sub-channels or in-channel bars, leading to braid-
ing. As a result, a causal approach that is based on the
link between energy and equilibrium is proposed in equa-
tion (23) and in Figure 3 for use in predicting the formation
of dynamically stable river channel patterns. Although
derived purely from theoretical deduction, this approach is

essentially consistent with the model proposed by Bettess
and White [1983] and the commonly developed S � Q
relationships based on extensive field and laboratory evi-
dence. Practically, this approach can be applied to predict
river channel patterns in specific environments using the
methodology proposed by Wang and Zhang [1989].
[69] Finally, it is argued that the existence of PME is

widely accepted in both classic and quantum mechanics and
its recognition in open channel flow enables the applicable
conditions for extremal hypotheses to be clearly defined.
While this study is largely limited to the behavior of
uniform channel flow for gaining a general physical view
of how alluvial channels tend to adjust themselves, it is also
suggested that future studies following this approach may
best be focused on the role of PME in nonuniform flow and/
or the secondary flow for a better understanding of the
behavior of rivers in other than straight single-channel
systems.
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